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Chapter 951 On the
other side, the Ouyang family.
For two consecutive days, in addition to taking care of Xiao Xi every day, Yue Feng
spent his spare time in the study, writing and painting.
In the past two days, Su Qingyan has been by Yue Feng’s side. She likes the quiet
place like the study very much.
Su Qingyan loves Yue Feng very much, she wants to follow Yue Feng wherever she
goes. So just watching Yue Feng write quietly is a kind of enjoyment. What’s more, Yue
Feng’s words are really beautiful.
At this time, Yue Feng was sitting at the desk, quietly writing calligraphy, Su Qingyan
was beside him, looking at a poetry book.
“Huh?”
At this moment, Su Qingyan’s body trembled inexplicably, her red lips parted lightly, and
she said, “Ask the world, what is love, and directly teach life and death…”
After reading it again, Su Qingyan tilted her head and looked at Yue Feng in surprise:
“Yue Feng, isn’t this the poem you wrote back then? Why is it in this ancient poetry
collection?
” He scratched his head, turned his head and looked embarrassed.
Nima, when he was in Dongao Continent, in order to pretend to be literary, he took the
poems of the ancient sages of Diyuan Continent at his fingertips and used them for his
own use. But Yue Feng never imagined that one day Su Qingyan would follow him to
the Continent, and now that he has a literary talent, he will be revealed.
Yue Feng laughed, and for a while he didn’t know how to respond: ” This…I…”
What can I do?
“Giggle…”
Seeing Yue Feng’s helpless appearance, Su Qingyan was amused all of a sudden, and
said softly, “Look at you being nervous. At first, I liked you because of the poems you
recited. But over time, I like you because of your character, you value affection and
righteousness, and your righteousness is awe-inspiring, that’s why I give up on you.”

When she said this, Su Qingyan looked at Yue Feng tightly, and her eyes were still full
of appreciation: “Even if you steal the poems of the ancients, it doesn’t matter.”
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“What!”
Su Qingyan didn’t know what to say What did he think, he stepped forward, and kissed
Yue Feng’s face like a dragonfly.
Yue Feng only felt a gust of fragrant wind blowing across his face, and he was instantly
refreshed. He put his arms around Su Qingyan’s waist and wanted to kiss him deeply.
As a result, at this moment, who only heard a coquettish cry from the door.
“Brother Yue Feng, Sister Qingyan!”
I saw Meihui pushed in the door and ran in humming a song. When they got to the front,
Ouyang Meihui said with a smile, “Brother, have you written calligraphy today?”
“Uh…” Yue Feng hugged Su Qingyan awkwardly, and quickly withdrew his hand. Mei
Hui is still young, so this scene is not suitable for her to watch.
As soon as Ouyang Meihui came, the ambiguous atmosphere in the study was
immediately broken.
Su Qingyan smiled and held Meihui’s hand, unable to hide her love. This girl has a
sweet mouth, is smart and well-behaved, and everyone likes it.
“You girl, you want to show off my calligraphy to your classmates again?” Yue Feng put
down his pen and looked at Meihui with a smile.
Two days ago, Meihui saw Yue Feng’s copy of “Ping An Post” in the study, and she
liked it very much. She couldn’t worship Yue Feng, so she took the copy and said that
she would show her classmates and friends to see it.
Yue Feng loved Meihui very much, so he let her take it away. After all, it’s just a copy,
not the real thing.
Seeing Meihui coming again today, Yue Feng couldn’t help teasing her.
Mentioning this, Mei Hui suddenly became excited: “Brother, you are really amazing,
your [Safety Post], your writing is also very good, all my classmates thought it was
genuine! By the way, brother, you wrote I made the decision without permission and
gave it to a classmate of mine. My classmate liked it very much and begged me to give
it to her. When my heart softened, I gave it to her. Brother, you don’t know Be angry..”

Yue Feng laughed, touched her hair, and pretended to be angry: “Of course you are
angry, if you give your brother’s words to others, can that brother not be angry?”
“Brother…I ..” Meihui lowered her head like a child who did something wrong.
“Haha, so, if you rub your brother’s legs, my brother will not be angry.” Yue Feng said
with a smile.
“Yeah!” Meihui blushed, squatted gently in front of Yue Feng, rubbed her legs carefully,
and said while rubbing: “By the way, brother, I heard that there will be an antique
exhibition in Zhongzhou tomorrow. It’s very lively! This exhibition will display a lot of
antiques and ancient paintings and calligraphy, let’s go to see it together tomorrow, I
heard that many stars are coming, it’s very lively.”
Antique exhibition? In his heart, Yue Feng didn’t even think about it: “If you don’t go, it’s
boring.”
If you want to see antiques, you might as well go to Yuruo’s house. Her family has
everything, which is richer than the exhibition.
Hearing this, Mei Huidun became anxious, took Yue Feng’s arm, and said coquettishly,
“Brother, go. Sister Qingyan has been here for so long, you haven’t taken her for a good
time, and you always ask Sister Qingyan to follow you. It’s boring to stay in this study
together. Besides… Besides, I want to go too, and I want my brother to accompany
me… It is said that many stars go there, and Mei Hui wants to see stars…”
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When she said this, Meihui’s eyes were full of expectations.
Seeing Meihui like this, Su Qingyan couldn’t help but smile slightly, and said to Yue
Feng, “How about, take Meihui to see it tomorrow?”
Meihui was right, when she came to Diyuan Continent, Su Qingyan had long thought
Walk around and get a taste of the local customs here. Especially in some calligraphy
and painting, Su Qingyan has a strong interest. After all, she is the sect master of
Wenzong, and she is omnipotent in piano, chess, calligraphy and painting.
Hearing Meihui say that there are many calligraphy and paintings in this exhibition, Su
Qingyan was suddenly moved. Seeing that Meihui and Su Qingyan were looking
forward to it, Yue
Feng smiled and nodded, “Well then, let’s go see it together tomorrow.”
“Yeah, you know that my brother is the best for me.”

, Mei Hui cheered, then hugged Yue Feng, and happily left the study.
…..
Donghai City, Liu family.
Shen Man was sitting in the living room, she was wearing a pair of dark blue skinny
jeans, her figure was getting better and better. At this time, she was holding a photo
album in her hand and looked at it silently.
This album is full of photos of Liu Xuan.
Shen Man could look at each one for a long time, feeling sad and full of loss.
More than a year. Since leaving at the wedding, her daughter Liu Xuan has been away
for more than a year and has not been heard from.
Over the past year, Shen Man has used various means to inquire about Liu Xuan, but
there has been no progress at all.
At the same time, Shen Man also suffered from various rumors outside.
Some people say that Liu Xuan is already dead.
Others said that Liu Xuan followed the young master of the Qin family, and Qin
Shousheng went to Tianqi Continent, and his whereabouts were unknown.
No matter which rumor, Shen Man was heartbroken.
my daughter.
Where are you?
Did you hear the calling of your mother’s heart?
Shen Man gently groped for the photo, tears couldn’t stop rolling in his eyes.
“Bang! Bang!”
However, at this moment, there was a sudden knock on the door.
Shen Man put away the album, got up and opened the door: “Who is it?”
The moment the door was opened, Shen Man was startled.

Seeing a pretty figure standing outside the door, covered in dust, and seeing that face,
Shen Man’s heart tensed.
How can there be such an ugly girl? That’s right, it was Liu Xuan who was standing
outside.
After being released by Senior Sister Qingqing at that time, Liu Xuan endured hardships
along the way in order to return to the Earth Continent. No matter what, I finally returned
to Donghai City safely and returned to my long-awaited home.
Finally, Shen Man came back to his senses and couldn’t help but say, “You…you…”
Seeing her mother standing in front of her, Liu Xuan couldn’t hold back any longer, tears
welling up in her eyes, and she softly shouted: “Mom! Yes! I, Xuan’er… I’m Xuan’er…”
For a moment
, Shen Man’s body trembled, almost unable to stand, she put her hand on the door
frame, and then looked up and down at Liu Xuan tightly.
“Xuan’er… You are really Xuan’er…” Shen Man was both happy and distressed, and
hugged Liu Xuan all of a sudden: “My daughter, why did your face become like this?”
Said At these times, Shen Man’s hands trembled as he gently held Liu Xuan’s face, his
heart was about to break.
What a beautiful and perfect face of my daughter, it turned out to be like this.
Liu Xuan didn’t answer, the mother and daughter hugged each other and wept, the
tears were heart-wrenching.
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mother and daughter embraced each other, and I don’t know how long it took, only to
hear a rapid ringing of the mobile phone, Shen Man took out his mobile phone and saw
that the call was from Liu Zhiyuan.
“Mom, take a call.” Shen Man said softly, and answered.
“Grandma is going to hold an emergency family meeting, hurry up and don’t be late!”
After connecting, Liu Zhiyuan said a few words coldly and hung up the phone directly.
After hanging up the phone, Shen Man frowned.
Xuan’er just came back, she just wanted to have a good talk with her, but the old lady
wanted to hold a family meeting.

Looking at Shen Man’s face, Liu Xuan said softly, “Mom, it’s getting late. Grandma
called a meeting at this time. There must be something important. Let’s
go and have a look.” After more than a year, these relatives All ok.
Ugh!
Shen Man sighed, nodded and said, “Okay.”
When saying this, Shen Man looked at Liu Xuan with distressed eyes. My daughter has
not changed at all, she is so kind. I just came back from out of town and I haven’t had
time to rest. When I heard that there was something going on in the family, I couldn’t
help but worry.
Liu Xuan went upstairs to take a shower, changed clothes, and went out with Shen
Man. However, Liu Xuan didn’t forget to dress up, wearing a mask to cover the ugly half
of her face.
Ten minutes later, Liu Xuan and Shen Man arrived at the old grandma’s villa. I saw that
there were a lot of cars parked outside the villa.
At this time, the hall of the villa was already full of people, and the grandmother of the
Liu family sat in the first seat, her wrinkled face was covered with a cloud.
No one spoke, and the whole hall was full of depression.
A year ago, when Liu Xuan and Zhang Yin got married, everyone in the Liu family
thought that in the future, the Liu family and the Zhang family would join forces and
become a first-class family in Donghai City!
Unexpectedly, when something went wrong at the wedding, Liu Xuan regained her
memory and ran to look for Yue Feng. This incident made the Liu family the laughing
stock of Donghai City again.
Not only that, in the past year, the grandmother of the Liu family failed to invest, and the
Liu family’s business was not as good as the day. Until today, the capital chain has
been seriously broken, and an investment of 100 million yuan is urgently needed,
otherwise the huge Liu family will collapse. But this one hundred million, who would vote
for the Liu family?
At this time, Liu Xuan and Shen Man walked into the Liu family villa.
In an instant, the entire villa was silent!
“This…”

“Liu Xuan?”
“Liu Xuan is back?”
Although Liu Xuan was wearing a mask, the Liu family members who were present
recognized it at a glance.
For a time, the whole hall was full of discussions, and countless eyes looked at Liu
Xuan, full of surprise and complexity. The expressions are more exciting than the other.
“Xuan’er?” The old grandmother’s cloudy eyes flashed with light, and she couldn’t help
shouting.
Liu Xuan hurried over and said softly, “Grandma, Xuan’er, I’m back.”
“Okay, it’s good to be back.” The
grandmother’s eyes flickered, and then a smile appeared: “Xuaner, it’s time for you to
come back. , our Liu family is going to go bankrupt, and you can’t bear it, let’s let the Liu
family go bankrupt.” When
she saw Liu Xuan, the grandmother was very disgusted. After all, because of her, the
Liu family became a joke in Donghai City. But the grandmother is sophisticated, and
when her mind changes, she has new attention. It is better to let Liu Xuan invest in the
Liu family.
Liu Xuan still didn’t understand the situation, and said softly, “Grandma, what’s going
on?”
Alas!
The grandmother sighed: “There is a problem with the family business, the capital chain
is broken, and nearly 100 million of the funds cannot be renewed.”
“Then…” Liu Xuan bit her lip: “How can I help?” The
grandma smiled He said: “Of course, I remember there are several rich young masters
who have been obsessed with you all the time. I am going to choose one for you. When
you get married, your husband’s family will definitely not sit idly by. At that time, our Liu
family will face the The problem will be solved easily.” The
voice fell, and Liu Zhiyuan and the others around came back to their senses and
nodded in agreement.
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“Yes, yes…”
“It’s still grandma who has a solution.”
The problem of the capital chain was a headache for everyone present, and they
couldn’t find a perfect solution.
Now that Liu Xuan is back, things are not difficult.
Anyway, Liu Xuan has been married twice, it doesn’t matter how many times.
What?
Liu Xuan’s delicate body trembled, and she stared blankly at the old grandmother,
stunned.
As soon as they came back, they were in a hurry to marry them off?
In their eyes, is their lifelong happiness so insignificant in front of the family?
Shen Man next to him couldn’t stand it any longer, and couldn’t help but say, “Xuan’er
just came back, you guys…”
Before she could finish speaking, the grandmother interrupted: “Don’t talk for now.” After
speaking
, the grandmother showed a smile. He waved at Liu Xuan: “Xuan’er is my
granddaughter, of course I feel bad. Come on, you’ve been gone for more than a year,
let grandma take a look.”
Liu Xuan hesitated, but walked over.
As soon as he walked over, Liu Zhiyuan stood up and accused Liu Xuan: “Liu Xuan,
why are you not being polite now, and you still have to wear a mask when you see
grandma?”
“Yeah, I’ve been away for over a year, The rules are gone.”
“Hurry up and take off your mask, what does it look like.”
Although Liu Xuan’s marriage is still needed to save the family business. But seeing Liu
Xuan still wearing a mask, these family children couldn’t help but criticize.
After all, in the entire Liu family, Liu Xuan has always had little status.

In the face of everyone’s questioning, Liu Xuan bit her lip tightly, hesitated for a few
seconds, and took off her mask.
She had no face to face Yue Feng, but she didn’t need to cover up in front of the
grandmother and others. After all, his appearance will be revealed sooner or later.
hiss!
In an instant, seeing Liu Xuan’s ugly face, the entire hall was silent, and many people
couldn’t help but gasp.
This… is this still that Liu Xuan?
How did it get so ugly?
“Xuan’er, you…” The
grandma was stunned, and then her tone became cold: “What’s wrong with your face?”
When she said this, the grandma couldn’t hide her anger.
Originally this granddaughter was very beautiful, but now it has become so ugly, those
rich young masters, who would marry her?
“Tsk tsk, Liu Xuan ah Liu Xuan, I finally understand why you came back suddenly,
because you have become ugly, Yue Feng doesn’t want you anymore, right?” Liu
Zhiyuan stepped forward and said loudly on purpose.
As soon as the words fell, everyone else pointed at Liu Xuan.
“It’s really embarrassing for our Liu family.”
“Yeah, I ran away for more than a year without even a single message. Now that I have
become such a ghost, I am willing to come back.”
“I also count on her to turn the situation around for our Liu family, hehe, What’s the use
now?”
At this time, in the hearts of everyone in the Liu family, Liu Xuan had no value in using
them, and they all spoke without being polite.
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Hearing those sarcastic words, Liu Xuan was disheartened. These people in the Liu
family are still so bitter.

“Don’t talk about it!”
At this moment, Shen Man pulled Liu Xuan behind him and looked around: “No matter
what, Xuan’er is also your relative, her face is ruined, she is enough It’s embarrassing,
you still laugh at my daughter and ridicule my daughter, don’t your conscience hurt?”
“Conscience?”
“You have the nerve to say this?” Liu Zhiyuan walked out, looked at Shen Man closely,
and sneered: “One year Before, Liu Xuan and Zhang Yin got married, but in front of
everyone, they shouted that they loved Yue Feng and wanted to go to Yue Feng.
Because of this, our Liu family has become a joke in Donghai City! Moreover, Liu
Xuan’s Father, what kind of investment are you going to make, and the family loses
money, have you forgotten about this?! The family is ruined today because of your
family of three!”
Hearing this, the others nodded in succession!
“Yes, it’s all your fault that the family has become like this.”
“You mother and daughter, what qualifications do you have to speak?”
Shen Man’s face flushed, and he was speechless for a while.
Liu Zhiyuan continued: “Liu Xuan, that villa of your family is worth a lot of money now.
After selling it, it can make up for the broken funds of the family, even if you make up for
the debt to the family.”
After speaking, Liu Zhiyuan flattered Looking at the old grandmother: “Grandma, what
about my method?” The
old grandma nodded approvingly, and then looked at Shen Man coldly: “Shen Man,
Zhiyuan is right, you live in such a big villa, so why not? It’s useless. The place to live,
just have a bed. Your villa, just sell it.”
What?
Want us to sell the house?
At this moment, both Shen Man and Liu Xuan trembled, and their faces turned pale. A
long time ago, Shen Man sold his house once when he wanted to invest in the financial
industry. However, the house was later redeemed.
“Grandma.”

At this moment, Liu Xuan finally couldn’t bear it anymore, took a deep breath and said,
“When my father asked the Liu family to invest in the investment, it was my father’s fault
that he lost money in the end, but during those difficult times, Yue Feng helped Our Liu
family has weathered the storm. Later, the money I made from the live broadcast also
supported the Liu family. Now that the family business has problems again, it is a bit
unreasonable for you to ask us to sell the house.”
At the same time as saying this, Liu Xuan expressed her concern to the entire Liu
family. ,Thoroughly disappointed.
When the words fell, Shen Man stood up and said, “Yeah, why should we sell the
house?”
“Why do you say?” Liu Zhiyuan said angrily, “At the beginning, Liu Xuan’s father asked
the family to invest, and the family’s funds were all gone. , he was involved in fraud! We
thought it was a family’s sake, and we didn’t care about him. Now that the family is in
trouble, is it wrong to ask you to sell the house to help you?”
“That is, the Liu family is good enough for you. Now, don’t know what’s wrong.”
“Maybe, that villa was bought by embezzling the family’s money…”
After everyone’s accusations came one after another, Liu Xuan suddenly became
anxious: “I made that villa. Bought it on the live broadcast, don’t believe it..”
When it came to the villa, Liu Xuan couldn’t help but think of Yue Feng again. When he
was doing the live broadcast, it was Yue Feng who gave him a lot of money. It can be
said that Yue Feng paid half of the money to buy the villa.
This villa is definitely not for sale!
Liu Zhiyuan was too lazy to talk nonsense, and sneered: “It’s up to you whether to sell
or not, I’ll tell you honestly, Liu Xuan, when your father cheated us of money, we all kept
evidence. If you don’t know the current affairs, don’t blame us. Sue your father.”
Saying that, Liu Zhiyuan showed a wicked smile on his face: “The crime of fraud with
such a large amount of money, even if your father is abroad, can’t escape it.”
The people around were also indifferent, obviously supporting Liu Zhiyuan’s statement.
What?
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Liu Xuan’s delicate body trembled, her face extremely ugly.
Shen Man next to her was also extremely desperate. She never thought that the other
party could be so heartless for money.
“Grandma…” Liu Xuan couldn’t help but speak.
The old grandmother leaned on crutches and stood up tremblingly, with no emotion on
her face: “Xuaner, don’t blame grandma for being unfeeling, Zhiyuan is right, if you
insist on being obsessed, we can only do this. “
Shen Man was so angry that she wanted to argue a few words, but was stopped by Liu
Xuan.
“Mom, forget it!” Liu Xuan took a deep breath and said slowly, “Isn’t it just money, we’ll
just give it to them.” As
she said that, Liu Xuan looked at Liu Zhiyuan closely: “How much money is left in the
family capital chain?”
Liu Zhiyuan said coldly: “One hundred million.”
One hundred million!
Liu Xuan was full of bitterness. Gritting her teeth, she said, “Within a week, I will send
the money back.”
With that, Liu Xuan pulled Shen Man, and the mother and daughter left the hall.
…..Zhongzhou
City, Bauhinia Building.
The gate of the building is very lively! From a distance, all kinds of luxury cars are
parked at the door. Because there is an antique exhibition in Zhongzhou today, it is held
here.
The organizer of this exhibition is named Xu Minzhi. This person is very famous in
Zhongzhou City! Known as the first collector in Zhongzhou! Definitely a famous person!
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In this exhibition, it is said that many of his collections were displayed, and many rich
people from Zhongzhou came to join in. Almost half of the people in Zhongzhou come
here to see the world. The ticket price of the exhibition is over a thousand yuan! Such a
high price, but still can not stop the enthusiasm of the people. At the entrance of the
exhibition, many citizens were queuing up, waiting to enter the venue to visit.
Because of this exhibition, it is said that many stars have been invited to perform. In
addition to looking at antique collections, you can also see many stars. I heard that
many first-line stars are coming. So the ticket price of 1,000 yuan is not very expensive.
At eight o’clock in the morning, before the exhibition started, the entrance of the
Bauhinia Building was already full of luxury cars and people.
Just then, a commercial vehicle drove slowly. After stopping in front of the building.
Then, two beautiful figures slowly got out of the car. It was Su Qingyan and Ouyang
Meihui!
Whoa!
As soon as the two women appeared, there was an uproar around them, and many men
were amazed, and their eyes were about to look straight.
Su Qingyan was wearing a pair of tight pants, and she was as graceful as a fairy, like a
goddess descending to earth, indescribably noble and charming. After coming to Earth
Circle, she stopped wearing cheongsam. Now it’s just a pair of simple black tights, but it
looks extra sexy.
Mei Hui is a sportswear, full of youthful and beautiful atmosphere.
Two beauties, one with charming temperament and one with youthful vitality, instantly
became the focus of everyone!
As a result, everyone was fascinated when they saw Yue Feng walking slowly behind
the two women. Then the two women, one left and one right, held Yue Feng’s arm.
“Wow!”
This scene caused the surrounding to explode!
Who is this man? These two beauties were holding him at the same time!
Feeling the jealous gazes, Yue Feng smiled in his heart. To be honest, Yue Feng really
didn’t want to participate in this antique exhibition. But Mei Hui kept insisting on coming,
Su Qingyan also wanted to come out, but there was really no way, he had to follow.
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“Brother, I’m right, this exhibition is very lively!” Meihui said with a smile, that joyful look,
like a bird out of the cage.
At this moment, only one staff member came out of the exhibition and shouted with a
loudspeaker: “Okay, the exhibition starts, please come in in an orderly manner, don’t
crowd, don’t…” Before the
voice finished, these queues Citizens swarmed into the exhibition hall.
I have to say that this exhibition has quite a lot of collections. Jadeite, beautiful jade,
calligraphy and painting, everything! From the Western Zhou Dynasty to the end of the
Qing Dynasty, antiques of various dynasties are available.
Visitors to the exhibition all take out their mobile phones and take pictures of everything
they see.
The three of Yue Feng also admired these antiques all the way. Su Qingyan is not
interested in antiques, but is very interested in ancient calligraphy and painting.
Yue Feng saw that the walls around the exhibition were covered with calligraphy and
paintings of famous artists, but some of these antique calligraphy and paintings were
imitations.
“Look, look!”
At this moment, someone in the crowd suddenly shouted. Looking at the sound, I saw a
calligraphy hanging on the wall not far away. In front of this calligraphy, there were
many people surrounded by people, all of them looking excited!
“As expected of a calligrapher, look at this word, it’s really a dragon and a snake…”
“Yes, Wang Xizhi is a priceless treasure!” From the
crowd, praises continued to come out, with admiration in their voices.
Seeing this scene, Su Qingyan pulled Yue Feng and walked over with great interest.
In front of everyone, the calligraphy and painting were very old, it was Wang Xizhi’s
‘Peace Post’!
At that time, Yue Feng almost didn’t laugh! Haha, this pair of characters is the one
written by Yue Feng!

Meihui said before that she gave this pair of characters to her classmates. How do you
hang on to this exhibition now? Yue Feng laughed in his heart, the words he wrote were
obviously old and processed, as if they were genuine works by Wang Xizhi. In today’s
society, anything can be faked. The calligraphy written by myself was actually hung on
the exhibition.
Su Qingyan smiled lightly and said at Yue Feng, “Yue Feng, how come I am familiar
with this calligraphy work?”
Su Qingyan’s voice was very low. She only remembered that Yue Feng copied the ‘Ping
An Post’, but did not expect that the work in front of her was actually written by Yue
Feng.
Yue Feng waved his hand and said with a faint smile: “This work on the wall is fake. I
wrote it…”
“What did you say?”
In the end, Yue Feng’s voice hadn’t finished, only a burst of doubts could be heard!
“Where’s the Maotou boy? How dare you say that the works on the wall are fake?”
“Yeah, is this boy sick? This
exhibition was organized by Master Xu Minzhi. Master Xu collects fakes?”
In an instant, there was a chatter around, and the eyes of all the tourists converged on
Yue Feng, accusing them one after another.
At this moment, a man wearing glasses couldn’t help but walked over and said to Yue
Feng: “Boy, do you dare to say that this “Ping An Post” collected by Master Xu Minzhi is
fake? Do you know calligraphy and painting? Do you know what a collection is?”
Xu Minzhi in the mouth of the glasses was the organizer of this exhibition. As we all
know, Master Xu Minzhi has a prominent position in the antique world, so how can he
collect fakes? This kid, who really has no tutoring, dares to say that this calligraphy and
painting is fake.
Yue Feng smiled lightly and said, “I know a little bit about calligraphy and painting.”
“Just a little bit?” Hearing this, the man with glasses sneered, unable to hide the
contempt in his heart: “Then don’t be ashamed, Master Xu Collection It’s not something
you can comment on at will.”
Master Xu Minzhi is not only a collector, but also a connoisseur! How could his
collection be fake? This kid in front of him commented recklessly, which is really
laughable and generous.

Seeing that the atmosphere was not good, Su Qingyan couldn’t help helping Yue Feng
to smooth things out: “You guys have misunderstood, he has no other intentions, he just
said it casually.”
When she and Yue Feng came out, they just relaxed and didn’t want to see him Argue
with others.
However, Yue Feng smiled, glanced at the man with glasses, and said lightly: “Although
I know a little about Chinese painting, I am right. The “Ping An Post” in front of me is
indeed fake.”
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To be honest, Yue Feng didn’t want to be so serious, but when he saw the faces of the
people around him, he immediately laughed.
What?
How dare this kid speak up?
All of a sudden, everyone around was laughing, looking at Yue Feng’s eyes, unable to
hide their disdain.
Just then, there was a commotion from the stairs.
“Master Xu is here!”
“And Zhang Yunhan…she’s here too!”
With the exclamations of the surrounding people, they saw a few people walking slowly.
One of the middle-aged men, wearing a dark blue Tang suit, with a gentle complexion,
was filled with an aura that should not be underestimated. It was Xu Minzhi.
And beside him is a slender, charming and charming beauty.
The beauty has slender legs and a long lavender dress. She has a graceful and
exquisite figure, exquisite facial features, and long beautiful hair. She has a good aura.
It is the famous film and television singer, Zhang Yunhan. Today she was invited to sing
at this exhibition. Many tourists also bought tickets after hearing that she would come.
Seeing Zhang Yunhan, Yue Feng couldn’t help laughing.
At the beginning, Zhang Yunhan held a concert in Donghai City, and now he has also
held an event to let all the audience fold paper planes and fly to the stage.

At that time, he was still pretending to be Yu Mo’s father, haha, thinking about it now,
Yue Feng couldn’t help showing a smile.
“Master Xu!”
“Miss Zhang, long time no see, you are even more beautiful…”
As soon as Master Xu and Zhang Yunhan appeared, many people were busy greeting
them.
Of course, more men’s eyes focused on Zhang Yunhan.
Such a beauty is also a star, and she is the focus wherever she goes.
However, Yue Feng didn’t look at it much. Although Zhang Yunhan is beautiful,
compared to her, Su Qingyan is no worse than her.
Xu Minzhi showed a smile, waved his hands at the surroundings, and said, “It’s very
lively here, do you like this “Safety Post” too?”
As soon as he finished speaking, the man in glasses walked up to the side and said to
please: “Xu Minzhi Master, this “Peace Post” that you have collected is really
mesmerizing, it is indeed one of the famous posts of the calligrapher, but this kid just
said that this post is fake!”
After finishing the last sentence, The man with glasses pointed at Yue Feng.
“Fake?”
Xu Minzhi frowned and glared at Yue Feng. This ‘safety post’ was bought by him not
long ago at a high price! This ‘safe post’, the font is so smooth, how can it be fake?
At the same time, the eyes of the people around him once again converged on Yue
Feng and began to discuss.
“Master Xu, don’t get acquainted with this kind of person. This kid hasn’t grown up yet,
so he doesn’t know how to appreciate the works of the calligrapher!
” It’s ridiculous!”
Seeing that everyone was criticizing Yue Fengkou, Su Qingyan on the side stomped her
feet in a hurry, bit her lip, and took Yue Feng’s hand: “Yue Feng, let’s… let’s go…”
Yue Feng He laughed and just nodded. With Su Qingyan and Meihui, he was about to
leave.

As a result, as soon as he turned his head, he heard a displeased voice from behind:
“Boy, you can leave if you want, but apologize to me first! You said that my copybook is
fake, and it has soiled my reputation! You have to do it for you. Apologize for what you
said!”
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“Yes, I apologize to Master Xu!”
“Apologize!” There
were accusations around, Yue Feng slowly turned his head and looked at Xu Minzhi:
“Apologize? Why apologize? This “Safety Post” is indeed fake. Why should I
apologize?”
What?
The voice fell, and everyone present was in an uproar.
The kid in front of him is crazy, how dare he be so presumptuous in front of Master Xu
Minzhi? Su Qingyan on the side
was also in a hurry. This Yue Feng has always had such a stubborn temper.
Xu Min’s anger was unforgivable, she looked at Yue Feng and said, “Why do you say
it’s fake?”
Post”, I bought it at a high price! In the past few decades, I have been good at studying
calligraphy and painting, and since I was a child, I liked to copy Wang Xizhi’s
calligraphy, how could I misread it?
At this time, Zhang Yunhan, who was next to him, couldn’t help but said, “Sir, do you
have any evidence that this copybook is fake?” As he
spoke, Zhang Yunhan looked at Yue Feng, his eyes full of curiosity. Why does the man
in front of him look so familiar? I seem to have seen it somewhere, but I can’t
remember.
Zhang Yunhan is a super first-line star, how can he remember the episode of the
concert. And last time her brother was arrogant and hit Liu Xuan with his car, and she
was not there. So she only met Yue Feng at the concert, and had no impression of him.
Zhang Yunhan also likes to collect, because of the collection, he and Xu Minzhi became
good friends. Now that Yue Feng questioned Master Xu, Zhang Yunhan was naturally a
little displeased.

Swish!
Seeing that Zhang Yunhan had opened his mouth, everyone around him was staring at
Yue Feng to see how he answered.
Facing everyone’s gaze, Yue Feng smiled slightly and said word by word, “Because…
this “Ping An Post” was written by me!”
What?
At this moment, the audience was silent!
Then burst into laughter!
Hahaha, did you hear that right? This kid said that he wrote this “Peace Post”? Hahaha!
Su Qingyan’s delicate body trembled on the side, she glanced at Yue Feng, and bit her
lip.
She also felt that this “Safety Post” just now looked familiar, but now that Yue Feng said
it, she suddenly understood! This peace post was copied by Yue Feng!
At this moment, Su Qingyan only felt her knees go weak and almost knelt down to Yue
Feng. The man I liked is really amazing. It’s just a copy, but it was bought by a collector
and thought it was the real thing!
At this time, the surrounding laughter grew louder and louder.
“This kid is so funny! It’s okay to say that this character is fake, he even said that he
wrote it, hahaha!”
“As I see it, he said this on purpose to attract Master Xu’s attention. “
Yes, it’s just grandstanding!” The surrounding
discussions kept coming, and Yue Feng couldn’t help laughing: “I deliberately attracted
Xu Minzhi’s attention?
Sudden change!
Yue Feng’s words obviously didn’t take Xu Minzhi in his eyes, it was just contempt!
No one can bear it!
Xu Minzhi finally couldn’t bear it anymore, a hint of coldness raised on the corner of his
mouth, and he looked at Yue Feng closely: “You said that I copied this “Ping An Post”

by you, if that’s the case, then you might as well show your hand, the scene is here for
us Copy another one!”
When he said this, Xu Minzhi’s eyes flickered a little gloomily.
I don’t know how high the sky is, the boy will teach you to be a good person later.
Then, at Xu Minzhi’s instruction, the staff next to him hurriedly moved to the table, and
then quickly prepared pen, ink, paper and inkstone.
At this time, everyone around was booing!
“Yes! Don’t say it with your bare mouth, kid, show us your hand.”
“If you have the ability, take out the real chapter.”
“I don’t think he dares at all.
” Yue Feng, full of banter and mockery.
To dare to despise Master Xu so much is simply asking for trouble.
Yue Feng laughed, but didn’t say a word. He picked up a brush, dipped a handful of ink,
and waved the pen. A pair of “Safe Posts” like dragons and phoenixes appeared on the
paper!
Silence!
The huge exhibition hall is as silent as death! Only the brush can be heard, making a
brushing sound on the paper!
The expressions of the people around them froze instantly, and they were all shocked
and their bodies trembled!
Seeing the dozens of words written by Yue Feng, his strokes are vigorous and powerful!
Without losing agility and elegance! The whole copybook looks like it was written by
Wang Xizhi, like a god!
This… this kid, really has the ability!
At this moment, Xu Minzhi’s heart trembled, staring at Yue Feng, speechless for a long
time!
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The “Ping An Post” written by Yue Feng seems to be exactly the same as the one on
the wall, whether it is artistic conception, charm or skill, and even, in terms of artistic
conception, it is even higher!
This…
Could it be that the picture on the wall was really written by him?
This seemingly inconspicuous boy has such calligraphy?
“You…”
After an unknown amount of time, Xu Minzhi finally reacted. At this time, his mind was
full of sweat. Looking up and down at Yue Feng: “This friend.. I don’t know.. I don’t know
which family’s son you are? Why did you come to my exhibition today?”
This person can write such a good character, he is by no means an ordinary person!
However, this kid embarrassing himself in public is too much! Now the whole city of
Zhongzhou knows that there are fakes in their exhibitions!
At this time, Xu Minzhi wanted to get angry, but he was afraid that Yue Feng’s
background was so prominent that he would not be able to offend him. So ask Yue
Feng, which family is the young master. You know, at this exhibition, Xu Minzhi sent
invitations to many big families. At this time, there were many children of big families in
the exhibition hall.
Yue Feng showed a smile and took Su Qingyan’s hand: “Me? My wife and I came with
my sister, and my sister insisted on seeing your exhibition. If it wasn’t for her pestering
me, I wouldn’t be here. “
This wife called, Su Qingyan’s face was flushed, she hugged Yue Feng’s arm shyly, and
hid her face behind his shoulders.
After Yue Feng finished speaking, he looked around and saw no sign of Mei Hui. This
girl, after entering the exhibition hall, did not follow Yue Feng, and did not know where
she was going.
“Come with your sister?” Xu Minzhi clenched his fists tightly and said with red eyes,
“Please leave immediately! You are not welcome here!”
I thought Yue Feng would say, which family’s young master he is. Unexpectedly, he
said that he came with his sister! Xu Minzhi snorted coldly, not afraid of offending Yue
Feng: “Get out of here! Write two broken words and think you are a writer? I think you
are here to smash the scene, right? Take your wife and get out. “
You…”

Su Qing smoked, how could this person become angry? As the suzerain of Wenzong,
she was driven out for the first time. Su Qingyan breathed a sigh of relief, and said in
Yue Feng’s ear, “Let’s go..”
Huh!
Yue Feng took a deep breath and felt a little unhappy in his heart.
“It’s so lively here.”
At this moment, a voice came, and then, Mei Hui came over with a look of joy.
Just now, she saw a lot of interesting collections in other showcases, and she was in a
good mood. Seeing that there were so many people here, she came to watch the
excitement.
At this time, Meihui didn’t know what happened.
“Miss Ouyang!”
As soon as Mei Hui appeared, Xu Minzhi’s eyes lit up, and she hurriedly greeted her
with a smile on her face: “Miss Ouyang, my name is Xu Minzhi, it’s my honor that you
can participate in my collection exhibition.”
At this time, Xu Minzhi, how could he still have the arrogant attitude just now, his tone
was full of respect.
No way, the Ouyang family is a well-known cultivating family, especially the patriarch
Ouyang Zhennan, who is a well-known and highly respected person in all corners of the
world. And Xu Minzhi was just a well-known collector. In the face of such a big family
lady, he didn’t dare to neglect at all.
This is the second lady of the Ouyang family?
Really pure and moving, smart and beautiful.
At this moment, the eyes of everyone present focused on Mei Hui, ignoring Yue Feng
directly.
Meihui nodded at Xu Minzhi: “You are Master Xu, and your collection is very good. I
saw a few bronze bells just now, they are so beautiful.”
“Miss Meihui likes it, I will give it to you. “Xu Minzhi said with a humble face, waving his
hands and smiling.

Although bronze chimes are expensive, if you can make friends with Miss Miei, it will be
worth it!
“Really?!” Mei Hui was instantly overjoyed, with little stars shining in her eyes.
“Really!” Xu Minzhi nodded and said, “Come on, give that bronze bell to Miss Meihui!”
“Yes!” Several young men in suits came up and nodded in agreement.
Xu Minzhi laughed and continued at Meihui: “By the way, Miss Ouyang, I have an
unkind request. I heard that your righteous brother Yue Feng often stays in the Ouyang
family. If there is a chance that day, can Miss Ouyang help you? May I recommend it?”
At the time, Yue Feng and the six major factions gathered in Donghai City to resist the
Apocalypse army. They were heroes of the entire Earth Continent and were admired by
thousands of people.
Although Xu Minzhi is not a person in the world, he admires Yue Feng very much.
Speaking of which, Xu Minzhi came to Zhongzhou this time, in addition to holding a
collection exhibition, he also had a more important purpose, so he paid a visit to Yue
Feng and met his hero and idol.
Whoa!
In an instant, when Yue Feng was mentioned, a heated discussion erupted in the
surrounding people.
Yue Feng is the hero of the Earth Circle, the sect master of Tianmen. His heroic deeds
can’t be finished for three days and three nights. Who doesn’t want to see him?
Zhang Yunhan, who had been standing there the whole time, was also a little excited at
this time. That’s right, although she is a star, she has also heard of Yue Feng’s heroic
deeds!
This man, with his own strength, blocked hundreds of thousands of heroes in the
Apocalypse Continent!
“You want to see my brother?” At this moment, Mei Hui couldn’t help but said something
to Xu Minzhi.
The next second, Meihui looked around, looked at Yue Feng standing there, and
muttered in her heart.
This Master Xu is really interesting.

His brother was clearly in front of him.
He also asked me for referrals?
Avoid other websites because I am the only one who worked hard. I'm providing the translated
version of the novel: When His Eyes Open. If You guys interested to read this novel then follow
this website '' . Also Please bookmark this page to get next update or join Telegram to touch
with me. Thank you
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